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At the moment of this analysis, the sentiment indicator Fear&Greed Index is printing Extreme Fear (21). The indicator has remained
unchanged overnight.

The Index tracks general sentiment on the leading digital asset. Historically, “Extreme Fear” has indicated oversold territories, which
also signals a potential buying opportunity ahead. 
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Bitcoin (BTC) 

At the time of this analysis, BTC is trading at $42,943.62 with a 24-hour trading volume of $46,998,737,310. The last 3 daily candles have turned
the short-term momentum bullish and now the price may do a short correction to keep moving higher. The 6-day candle has closed as bullish
engulfing, just above a critical demand level. Traders are waiting for this Sunday's weekly closure to confirm the revival of the bullish sentiment
throughout the candle formation. 

https://themarketperiodical.com/2021/10/29/axie-infinity-price-analysis-axs-coin-testing-the-resistance-expecting-a-breakout/
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Ethereum (ETH)
 

ETHUSD is trading at $3,279.74 with a 24-hour trading volume of $15,056,906,689. The pair has created the first rejection of the $3200 historical
demand zone and traders are now looking for additional confirmations to set new targets. The last time Ethereum rejected the ascending support
line, it surged over 70% the weeks after. If ETHUSD fails to bounce strongly from this point, the next support area at $2600 will be the next target
for bears.   
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Avalanche (AVAX)

AVAX price today is $91.84 and its trading volume is $757,525,275. Similar to the technical formation of Ethereum, AVAXUSD has rejected a
critical ascending support line. The 6-day candle has closed as DOJI, with its wick strongly reacting to the liquidity of the historical level. A weekly
closure above the $75 support could potentially bring the price back to the $120 supply level. Failing to hold this zone could cause price to plunge
until the $60 support. 
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Dogecoin (DOGE)
 

DOGEUSD is trading at $0.16 with a 24-hour trading volume of $1,715,577,102. Surprisingly, its trading volume has increased over 96% in the
last few hours, which can be attributed to DOGE testing one of the most important demand areas based on historical data. Although daily price
action has not bounced off strongly from the current support area, the increase in volume is alerting traders of a potentially strong move ahead.  

https://themarketperiodical.com/2021/10/29/axie-infinity-price-analysis-axs-coin-testing-the-resistance-expecting-a-breakout/
https://coinmarketcap.com/currencies/dogecoin/
https://coinmarketcap.com/currencies/dogecoin/
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Polygon (MATIC)
 
 
 

At the time of this report, Polygon (MATIC) price is $2.29 and its trading volume is $1,580,134,150. MATICUSD has lost over 4% in previous
hours but has gained over 20% during the week overall. The last 3 daily candles have rejected the ascending channel successfully, setting a new
momentum in the pair. For the rally to continue, the MATICUSD weekly candle must close above $2.45-$2.50. 

https://themarketperiodical.com/2021/10/29/axie-infinity-price-analysis-axs-coin-testing-the-resistance-expecting-a-breakout/
https://coinmarketcap.com/currencies/polygon/
https://coinmarketcap.com/currencies/polygon/
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Shiba Inu (SHIB)

 
 
 

At the time of this report, Shiba Inu is trading at $0.000030 with a trading volume of $1,504,213,582. SHIBUSD volume has increased 13% in the
last few hours with the price standing at a monthly support area. SHIBUSD retested this exact same zone back in October 2021 and it caused the
price to surge over 168% in the following weeks. The last daily candle has confirmed this area holds relevance. For momentum to sustain, the
weekly candle must close above $0.000040 approximately. 

https://themarketperiodical.com/2021/10/29/axie-infinity-price-analysis-axs-coin-testing-the-resistance-expecting-a-breakout/
https://coinmarketcap.com/currencies/polygon/
https://coinmarketcap.com/currencies/polygon/
https://coinmarketcap.com/currencies/polygon/
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Chainlink (LINK)
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At the time of this report, Chainlink is trading at $25.03 with a 24-hour trading volume of $1,591,270,167. LINKUSD has lost 6% today but remains
with bullish sentiment after the last 3 weekly candles have closed bullish engulfing. The pair successfully rejected the ascending support line and
now bulls are targeting the $40 zone as the next resistance to be tested.  

https://coinmarketcap.com/currencies/chainlink/
https://themarketperiodical.com/2021/10/29/axie-infinity-price-analysis-axs-coin-testing-the-resistance-expecting-a-breakout/
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Uniswap (UNI)
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The current Uniswap price is $15.74 and its trading volume is $236,960,115. UNIUSD has witnessed a lack of volatility in the last few days in 
 comparison with its major competitors, nonetheless, it remains around a critical area in terms of liquidity. For bulls to find interest in the pair, a
major price rejection in the weekly timeframe must occur around the $12-$11 support. 

https://coinmarketcap.com/currencies/chainlink/
https://themarketperiodical.com/2021/10/29/axie-infinity-price-analysis-axs-coin-testing-the-resistance-expecting-a-breakout/
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Gala has been one of the best performers this week with profits of over 12% across major exchanges. At the time of this analysis, Gala's price is
$0.33. The next bullish targets for the GALAUSD pair are the $0.40 and $0.60 resistance zones respectively. 

Gala (GALA)  
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Ultra has also performed outstandingly this week adding over 16% on some of the biggest crypto exchanges. Ultra price today is $1.32.
UOSUSDT has respected the ascending support line that has been created since Jun 2021 and now seems to be creating another upside move
back to the $2.4 supply zone. If the daily and weekly candles closes as bullish engulfing the asset could potentially revisit the $2.40 ATH. 

Ultra (UOS)
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Stellar (XLM)

One of the coins with the biggest ROI this week has been XLM. Stellar has added around 12% this week, with its price bouncing off strongly from
the ascending support highlighted in blue. At the time of this report, XLMUSD is trading at $0.27. The first resistance for XLM is the $0.44 area
which could provide investors with a 51% ROI in a few days. 
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The fantom price at the time of this analysis is $2.98. The trading volume of FTM has surprisingly surged 73% in the last few days. FTMUSD has
rejected the ascending trendline strongly and it's now moving towards the final resistance at $4. If FTMUSD breaks those levels, the pair will
enter a price discovery phase and certainly new highs. 

Fantom (FTM)
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LUNA has been a top performer as well with a 7.61% increase yesterday. The price of LUNA is currently at $78 with a trading volume of
$2,353,391,983. Terra has rejected the 78.6% level of Fibonacci successfully and bounced off the ascending trending line. The price is now
heading towards the $98-$100 barrier. If LUNAUSD breaks this upcoming resistance price, the pair will be creating new highs. 

Terra (LUNA)
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